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About the Author 
Hi there! My name is Brad Cameron, I’m 23 from Melbourne, Australia and 
I’m the owner of Build Your Empire (@buildyourempire), a community on 
Instagram I created with my strong passion for 
entrepreneurship.

I’m also currently raising $25,000 for Pencils 
of Promise to build a school for kids in need in 
Laos, feel free to check out my campaign 
and donate if you find this eBook valuable :)

No, I’m not a successful multi-millionaire 
entrepreneur. But I can promise that I’ll be 
working as hard as I can to provide as much 
value as possible to your life by creating ways 
to connect you to learning from successful 
entrepreneurs and other individuals from 
around with some projects I’m working on :) 

Feel free to follow my journey on my personal 
Instagram page and connect with me: 
@bradcameron_ or email me at 
brad@buildyourempire.co

I want this ebook to be a very quick and actionable read, that’s easily 
implementable so you can get straight back to growing your business! 

Thanks for downloading this Ebook!

Brad Cameron
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Why use Instagram? 
Instagram is a social networking platform that allows users to upload pictures 
or up to 1 Minute videos, and share them to their followers on Instagram, 
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and Tumblr. 

Launched in October 2010 by Kevin Systrom (@kevin) and Mike Krieger 
(@mikeyk) , Instagram grew at a rapid rate, gaining over 100 million active 
users by April 2012. 

This phenomenal growth continued with over 300 Million Instagram users by 
December 2014, with 75 million daily followers!

In April 2012, Facebook purchased Instagram for $1 Billion in cash and stock.

The incredible thing with Instagram is its engagement rates on its content. 
Likes and comments on photos are over 50 times higher than on Twitter and 
Facebook.

Instagram is a must for any business or personal brand.
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Build Your Empire
We started on Instagram in December 2013 using the Instagram username 
@entrepreneursofinstagram with an aim to 
motivate and inspire the entrepreneurial and 
success driven.
It took 6 months just to get to 10,000 followers 
(don’t worry, it’s now much easier with higher 
numbers of Instagram users).
By implementing the tips we’re going to reveal in 
this book and changing our Instagram username 
to @entrepreneurinspiration, we gradually built 
our following to 50,000 motivated entrepreneurs! 
Things move along very fast once you’ve hit 
50,000 followers, and after a name change to 
@buildyourempire_ we hit 100,000 followers in 
November 2014. 
These days, we have over 1,000,000 fantastic entrepreneur and success 
driven followers!
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23 Awesome Tips And 
Tricks to building a 

massive highly engaged 
Instagram following to 

your brand. 
1) Have an Attractive Username.

Having a good username is essential to having a successful Instagram 
profile. As well as the “username”, you also have a “name” section that must 
be utilised properly as well.

A good idea for a business is to use your business name for the username if 
available, then use keywords relating to your niche in the name section. For 
example, we use @buildyourempire_ as our username and use 
‘Entrepreneur Inspiration’ as our name, because the words ‘entrepreneur’ and 
‘inspiration’ are popular search keywords that people use when they look for 
accounts to follow. 

2) Add an eye-catching biography.

You will definitely need to pay attention to your Instagram bio. Every time 
someone clicks on your account, your bio will be right in front of them and 
they will almost always read it. A well written bio can be 
the reason a person decides to follow your page or go 
somewhere else. It should incorporate what your 
business is all about, how to get in contact with you/your 
business and any relevant hashtags relating to your 
business.

Be careful though, you have to make it short and sweet, 
the 150 characters get used up very quickly!

An example of how our bio sometimes looks is ->
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3) Link to your website and Email list.

Unfortunately, Instagram doesn’t allow you to have links in the caption of your 
photos, this is to prevent spam. But they do allow one clickable link in your 
biography which you will find in the “edit profile” section. Obviously you will 
want to capitalise on this by sending your followers through to your website 
by putting your website link in the space provided.

When making a post advertising your products, service or website; be sure to 
mention your link is in the bio. This makes it easy for people to click through 
to your website further increasing conversions to your website, otherwise, 
people are generally lazy and don’t want to have to type your website 
domain.

4) Make your own photos and watermark them.

While it’s quick and easy to just repost other people's photos and credit them, 
you do need to go to the effort of taking your own photos. 

If you run a motivational page, make your own motivational photos. 

If you run a pool-cleaning business, take 
your own photos of the pools you have 
cleaned with a before and after photo.

If you’re an athlete, take action photos of 
you competing, training, etc.

A great website to use to make posts is 
canva.com. With Canva, you can’t make 
the posts on your phone, you have to do 
it from a computer and then email 
yourself the final post.

A good app to use is called Wordswag, 
which has a great selection of stock 
photos to use and a range of fonts/filters 
to play around with on whatever image 
you please.
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Another two apps that we sometimes use to make photos is Instaquote and 
Piclab. It’s also good to occasionally consider buying stock photos from 
somewhere like Deposit Photos, as it has more range than the free photo 
databases on Wordswag.

You must watermark your own photos that you make/take. Not only will this 
help with people stealing your photos who don’t have your permission or don’t 
tag you in them, but they’re absolutely great for marketing. When your 
content is re-posted by other Instagram users, your logo will pop up in the 
news-feeds of lots of users who aren’t yet following you. Even if the poster 
didn’t tag you in the photo, if they love the photo and see your watermark, 
there’s a greater chance they will find your page. 

There’s two types of watermarks that we recommend. 

The first is an in text watermark of your brand/individual name or Instagram 
username. This type of watermark is easy to blend into the picture without 
taking the attention away from the main subject matter. 

The text watermark can be easily made in most quote making apps including 
Instaquote, Wordswag or Piclab. You can also adjust the transparency of the 
text in these apps.

The second type of watermark is of your logo. This stands out and is more 
professional, but takes some attention away from the photo. The app we like 
to use to put our watermark on images is Photomarkr, be sure to check it 
out!

5) Write highly engaging captions with your photos.

Even with high quality photos that suit your niche, you will still need to write 
an enticing caption that builds a relationship with your audience.

For instance, if you post a motivational quote, explain it in further detail and 
how it relates to your life/brand/product, etc. 

Sometimes ask questions to get a response in the comments from your 
followers.
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6) Make 80% of your posts value, and the other 20% can be 
selling your products.

A general rule from our observations on Instagram is, it’s best to make about 
80% of your content engaging, value for free posts, while making the other 
20% advertising and content relating to the selling of your products or 
services. 

People don’t want constant ads on your page, even if they’re happy 
customers and enjoy your products. So be sure to repost photos from other 
people that are relevant to your niche or fun, along with your own content.

Your own photos can include behind the scenes, random fun pictures from 
your day, your own photos with a quote you made, or any other relevant 
content targeting your niche that isn’t asking anything from your followers, just 
providing value to them.

7) Use other peoples photos, but give them credit.

Generally, most people are okay with you reposting their photos as long as 
you tag them in the photo and give them credit in your caption. 

This is a great way to post more content, especially if you don’t have the time 
some days to create your own photos, but you saw content someone else 
posted within your niche.

8) Ask questions.

A great way to get engagement on your page is 
to ask your followers questions. 

It can be as simple as asking what they are up 
to on the day, or something more specific like 
for example, a stock trading page asking its 
followers for the tip of the day and why.
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9) Post at least 3 times a day, but at the right times.

Most of your followers would rather have you post at least three times a day 
instead of once or twice a week. Considering they are following you for your 
content, it only makes sense. Not only will your current followers see your 
posts/brand more often, but you’ll also get more followers with more photos. 
You’ll end up with more likes, comments and on more tags. 

This means you’ll end up with more followers because your photos are being 
seen by the followers of your followers more often! Try and post at least 1 
post early in the morning, one in the middle of the day and one at night. The 
idea is to spread your posts out to get as many followers as possible seeing 
your content throughout their day, wherever they are in the world. 

65% of Instagram users reside outside of the USA, so keep in mind time-zone 
differences.

10) Hashtags!

It is essential when starting out that you use the 30 available hashtags. Yes, 
all 30 available per photo! Some may consider it spam to use all 30, but we 
don’t believe so, we strongly believe that in the early days of your Instagram 
page you need to get your brand out there with whatever hashtags people 
might search for.

You must make sure the hashtags are relevant to your brand and are used by 
others, by doing that you guarantee people will be searching those hashtags. 
You can check how many times a hashtag has been used by clicking on a 
particular hashtag then looking at the top right corner where it says x,xxx,xxx 
posts.

We put 30 hashtags relevant to entrepreneurship in the first comment of our 
images. Basically as soon as you post your photo, paste the 30 hashtags 
(save the hashtags into your notes on your phone so you can easily copy and 
paste) into your first comment. They won’t be 
seen on the photo once you get a few 
comments from your followers. 

This gives the impression of a cleaner caption 
with no spam hashtags and you still end up 
being seen in the feed of 30 different hashtags.
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11) Have your own hashtag.

A great way to connect to your audience is to start a hashtag that is unique to 
your business allowing followers to further connect to your brand. Even 
though they can tag you in photos they want you to see, followers want to be 
reassured that you will see their photos. So a promise of “use the hashtag 
#xyz for us to see your photos you want us to repost!”

For example, the hashtag we use and check the feed of is #buildyourempire 

12) Tag your relevant photos to celebrities.

You can tag up to 20 users on each photo you post. 

A great idea in the early stages of your page is to have your photo appear in 
as many places as possible. To do this tag your photo with celebrities relevant 
to your niche.

As fans of these celebrities are likely to check the photos celebrities are 
tagged in, your page will get noticed more. Sometimes even the popular 
users you’ve tagged will see your photo and check out your page. 

But do your research first because each user has the option to either add 
photos that you’ve tagged them in automatically, or manually. If a popular 
user has opted for manual, chances are they 
won’t bother going through and accepting your 
photo, making it a waste of a tag. So be sure to 
check the profiles of potential users you want to 
tag, by checking their tagged photos and seeing if 
they automatically appear. With celebrities, you’ll 
get a feel of whether they are automatically 
accepting tags because people will be tagging 
them very frequently.

Sometimes with a bit of hard work, you get lucky 
and celebrities will either follow you back or 
repost your photos. This will obviously help your 
page and brand exponentially. 
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13) Talk to your followers directly in comments.

Another powerful way to build rapport with your followers is to talk to them 
directly via comments and respond to their direct messages. 

This relationship building can end up in more sales or more recommendations 
to their friends.

14) Give genuine comments on the photos of other people.

Another way to be seen by your target audience is by commenting on their 
photos, and on popular pages they will be visiting. 

Try and comment on at least 20 photos a day with a genuine comment, it 
doesn’t take long. 

The idea of a genuine comment is basically it should not sound like it was 
copy and pasted. 

Make sure you tag them in your comment.

For example, you really want Jackie or Jackie's followers to follow you 
because she is interested in nature photography, and you run a nature 
photography page. 

An example of a genuine comment can be on her photo of a lake in Norway : 
“Breathtaking photo @jackie ! Where in Norway was this taken? I’d love to 
visit there one day!”

If Jackie or one of her followers replies, be sure to reply again to build rapport 
with them. 
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15) Use third-party apps for statistics.

A good idea to keep track of your statistics is by using third-party apps. A 
popular one is followers+. 

Followers + keeps track of your Instagram statistics regarding lost/gained 
followers, your best/worst engaged followers, your average likes per photo, 
and much more. 

Online, two great statistic based websites for Instagram are 
SocialBlade.com and iconosquare.com, so be sure to check them out!

Another recent tool we’ve come across is socialrank.com, which is also 
currently free! Social Rank allows you to sort your followers a variety of ways 
including most followed. 

Seeing your followers sorted by most followed is absolute gold! 

This allows you to reach out to the accounts that are following you that have a 
big following, as they will be more likely to respond to your message because 
they like your page!

16) Use video creatively.

A great way to break up all the photos is to utilise the 1-minute videos 
Instagram allows its users.

You can have videos showing people using and enjoying your products or 
services. 

Alternatively, post something unrelated to your product or service that is 
engaging, like a funny video that relates to your niche.

We try to use motivational videos from time to time to help fire up 
entrepreneurs for success.
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17) Making multiple accounts.

Depending on your niche, a good idea can be to 
make more than one Instagram account to grow 
your brand quicker.

Having more than one account allows you to 
shoutout all your own accounts with each one, 
so they all grow at a faster rate.

Just because a person is following one of your 
accounts, doesn’t mean they will follow your 
second account. So using this tactic, you will 
reach a larger audience.
 
For example, I have seen accounts in the fitness niche that have a variety of 
sub-niches for accounts all linking to the same website and all giving 
shoutouts to each other. 

The sub-niches including mens bodybuilding, female fitness, diet/nutrition 
help/recipes, correct lifting form, and a funny gym photos account.

18) Don’t buy fake followers.

This is a necessity! It may be easy to fall into the trap of paying some cheap 
fee to get a boost of 50,000 followers to make your Instagram look good, but 
what your real followers will pick up is the lack of engagement on your 
photos. 

55,000 followers with 50 likes and 3 comments on each photo isn’t very 
convincing!

Also, Instagram these days have regular clean-ups of fake profiles and delete 
them, which then obviously reduces your followers count considerably in an 
instant. 
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19) Using kik/email/dm to network/shoutouts for shoutouts.

A great way to fast track the growth of your Instagram account is to do 
shoutout for shoutout’s with other accounts that 
are similar in size and niche to your account. 

@Buildyourempire is in a group with other 
accounts called Motivation Mafia 
(@motivationmafia on Instagram). 

We all do shoutouts with each others 
accounts.

Kik seems to be the communication of choice 
for the majority of Instagram account owners, 
so be sure to download it on your smartphone 
or you’ll miss out on key networking 
opportunities otherwise.

Obviously you don’t have to be in a group to do shoutouts with other 
accounts, you can also just message accounts similar to yours to suggest 
singular shoutouts which can be really useful in helping each other grow 
regardless.

20) If you’re going to buy paid shoutouts, do it right!

Although not needed, a great way to fast-track the growth of your account is 
to buy shoutouts from much larger accounts in the same niche. 

The basic process for this is:

You reach out to an account in your niche much larger than yours that offers 
paid advertising through either Instagram Direct Message, through email, or 
through the popular messaging app “Kik”.
You negotiate a price for x amount of posts.
You then send the pictures and captions you want to use.

You will need to do your research and get a quote from lots of accounts to 
find a good deal. Always try to negotiate a lower price, especially for bulk 
posts. For instance, an individual post is $150, but you could get a deal for 5 
posts for only $500 ($100 each). 
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Another tip is to try and find an account that doesn’t just constantly do ads, as 
the engagement rate for your post will be lower. Try and find an account that 
also posts lots of their own content and doesn’t just have ads every post.

When picking a photo to choose for shouting out by an account, either pick 
one of your photos that has had a high engagement on your pages, or if the 
paid shoutout account owner allows it; do a screen-shot of your account, as 
this stands out the most and will usually end up with the most followers.

21) Run competitions!

Another great way to get more followers and build rapport with your current 
followers is to run competitions on your 
Instagram page. 

This can be done in a couple of ways. 

The most useful way will have your brand 
getting lots of shoutouts from your followers, 
which is obviously awesome! 

This way involves asking your followers to 
repost a photo you have chosen with a caption 
that states that they want to win your 
competition. 

Also on this photo they must tag your page directly. It also helps if they tag 
their friends on the page as this will get their interest on to your page. This 
can be used by any brand!

An example of how to use this type of competition can be seen here by a 
children's paper artist page @roxyoxy_creations (yes this is a real page, 
check it out!) :

@roxyoxy_creations would post a photo of a $50 voucher to their website 
roxyoxy.com.au with the details of the competition in the caption…

"We are running a 48 hour COMPETITION to win a $50 voucher to use at 
RoxyOxy.com.au ! 
Just follow these simple 2 steps:
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1) Repost this picture on your Instagram and tag @roxyoxy and two of your 
friends on the photo!
2) Write in the caption : 'I want to win the $50 voucher for roxyoxy.com.au!'
We will pick one lucky random winner in 48 hours from now!
Goodluck!"

This then ends with @roxyoxy_creations getting heaps of shoutouts from her 
customers which would only cost her a $50 voucher.

Another way to do the competition is to post a photo of the voucher/item to 
win and get your followers to tag 5 people in your comments for a chance to 
win. This brings heaps of traffic to your page from people who most likely 
aren’t a follower of your page yet but have the social proof that your page is 
good because they will likely trust the opinion of their friend that tagged them.

22) Experiment, especially in the earlier stages.

Test, Test, Test and then Test again! Some things from this book may work 
extremely well for you, some may not work at all. You might even occasionally 
get a negative outcome, but it’s all part of the process. 

The best way to go about creating your successful Instagram page is to test 
everything from shoutouts, captions, picture filters, your biography and even 
your profile picture. 

23) Be patient, it takes time.

Building a massive following takes time and a lot of work, so be patient. The 
good news is it gets easier over time as you grow faster and faster. 

Three extra followers today, could be 100 extra a day in a few months time. 
So be persistent and dedicated!
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———

I hope you found these Instagram Tips useful :)

Once again, feel free to connect with me on Instagram @bradcameron_, or 
check out my Pencils of Promise Campaign to build a school in Laos.

Thank you for reading :)

Good luck!
Brad.
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